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Amaro - fantastic designer apartment in front of the beach in
Puerto Alcudia.
Rental of property in Alcudia in Majorca, Spain.

Amaro is a magniﬁcent apartment spacious layout and bright, with a terrace with barbecue and chill out corner with
spectacular views of the Mediterranean Sea for an unforgettable beach vacation.
Located directly on the amazing beach of ﬁne golden sands of Puerto Alcudia, which is accessed through a beautiful and
green Mediterranean garden, the apartment Amaro is housed in the best stretch of beach in a quiet setting but just a few
meters of the most attractive leisure and entertainment Puerto Alcudia. One step you will enjoy the best fashion,
delicious Mediterranean cuisine restaurants, ice cream parlors and water recreation centers.
Amaro is a holiday luxury property of over 70 square meters of housing with premium quality ﬁnishes and furnishings:
parquet ﬂoors, decorative glass block, hydromassage cabin with sauna and jacuzzi in the bathroom, Italian designer
kitchen with appliances high-end stainless steel, air conditioning and heating, two covered parking spaces and outdoor
storage are just some of the features of this fantastic apartment.
Amaro is an apartment open space facing the sea through a large window that opens onto a fabulous terrace with outside
dining area with barbecue embedded in the wall and a relaxing corner chill out to enjoy the best views Alcudia
Mediterranean sunset while sipping a glass of wine Majorcan.
A small vertical garden greets us upon entering the holiday home that opens right into a huge open to a terrace
overlooking the bay living room. Outstanding pieces of Italian design furniture in the range of greens and blues preside
over a space that recreates a warm, contemporary, lively and colorful atmosphere.
An imposing dining table chairs the open window Italian cuisine with lounge overlooking the beach and gives way to the
TV area with ﬁreplace in which the protagonist is a large sofa in burgundy color, very comfortable. Complete the room an
elegant desk area.
Then we left the bathroom that is a true oasis of relaxation and wellness with a very pop aesthetic comic, with a
reproduction of the work Whaam! Roy Lichtenstein on a red wall and a wall of glass bricks deep blue. Outstanding in this
very spacious bathroom a walk-in shower with large sauna and jacuzzi.
Also on the left we ﬁnd the elegant master, spacious and bright bedroom, with a ﬁrm, comfortable bed 160 x 200 cm and
a large walk-in closet wall. Annexed below is the second double bedroom, which is accessed through the ﬁrst, perfect for
children. Very nice, it has a comfortable nest bed 90 x 200 cm.
Amaro apartment has everything you need to enjoy a fantastic beach holiday including a covered with two parking
spaces and an outside storage room for beach accessories like mats or umbrellas private parking.
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Characteristics
Reference:
Property type:

A-0167
Apartments

Population:

Alcudia

Number of people:

4

Nº of bedrooms:

2

Nº of bathrooms:

1

Distance to the airport (кm):

55

Distance to restaurants (m):

0.1

Precio:

Equipment
Air conditioning, Fireplace,chimney, Baby Crib,
Highchair, Internet WiFi, Electric kettle, Toaster,
Coﬀee maker, Microwave, Fridge, Washing machine,
Dishwasher, Hairdryer, Ceramic cooktop,
Kitchenware, Bedlinen, Towels, Iron & Board, TV Sat,
Jacuzzi, Terrace.

650.000,00 €
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